
PERCEPTION OF CUSTOMERS TOWARDS LIFE INSURANCE

players with the life insurance premiums accounting to % of the country's . â€¢T o Understand the customer's
perception about insurance.

The premium rates are revised if there are any significant changes in any of these factors. Promotion: The
insurance services depend on effective promotional measures. Others, who are not picture thinkers, may not
necessarily perceive the 'shapeshifting' as their world changes. Although still supported by mainstream
philosophers, psychologists and neurologists, this theory is nowadays losing momentum. Authority means the
established under this Act. Market circles soon abbreviated the name to I-N-G. Building a distribution network
is very expensive and time consuming. The word "perception" comes from the Latin words perceptio,
percipio, and means "receiving, collecting, action of taking possession, apprehension with the mind or senses.
Gibson works from the assumption that singular entities, which he calls "invariants", already exist in the real
world and that all that the perception process does is to home in upon them. The introduction of Rural Career
Agents Scheme has been found instrumental in inducing the rural prospects but the process is at infant stage
and requires more professional excellence. Marketing The Marketing function at ICICI Prudential life
insurance covers an array of activities brand and media management, channel support, direct marketing and
corporate communications. In addition it is also significant to provide safety measures and also factors like
office furnishing, civic amenities and facilities, parking facilities and interior office decoration should be given
proper attention. Because the perceptual process is not itself public or directly observable except to the
perceiver himself, whose percepts are given directly in experience , the validity of perceptual theories can be
checked only indirectly. Conduct market survey on a sample selected from the entire population and derive
opinion on that research. When objects are viewed without understanding, the mind will try to reach for
something that it already recognizes, in order to process what it is viewing. Process: The process should be
customer friendly in insurance industry. It believes in enhancing the very quality of life, in addition to
safeguarding an individual's security. So I have mentioned only few as below. Insurance companies in the
developed world, where insurance has much higher penetration, realize the huge potential of insurance
industry in India. The respondents for the pilot survey different category of life insurance policyholders were
chosen by shopping mall intercept sampling method. In his book, Oliver 22 provided a definition that he
thought was consistent with theoretical and empirical evidence available to him at the time. He and the
psychologists who work within this paradigm detailed how the world could be specified to a mobile, exploring
organism via the lawful projection of information about the world into energy arrays. As the awareness
increases, the product becomes simpler and they become off-the-shelf commodity products.


